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Students 	 i. 
By Jennifer Murawski 
News Editor 
The parking situation, which one 
student described as "horrible," one staff 
member referred to as "a rip-off," and one 
neighbor called "a real inconvenience," 
continues to be the problem it was a year 
and a half ago. 
Although Todd Badham, Director of 
Security Services, said that there are 
"about 260 on-campus resident parking 
spots and 1315 commuter parking 
spots," students are complaining that it 
is difficult to find places to park. Randi 
Alexander, who commutes to school 
every day, said that she usually spends 
between 5 and 15 minutes looking for a 
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to present 
Rendez- 
vous plan 
to Trustee 
committee 
By David Harlan 
Editor 
As reported last week, a group of 
student leaders will present a proposal for 
a trial of a cash bar in the Rendezvous of 
the Student Union at a special meeting of 
the Trustee Student Life Committee 
tomorrow afternoon. 
Chris Chapman, co-manager of The 
Cellar, ASUPS President Lynn 
Hendricks and ASUPS Vice President 
Darcie Julum have written an eight page 
proposal which will include an appendix 
with letters of support from faculty, 
students and the Union Board. 
Chapman believes the technical details 
of the propsoal have received the 
approval of the university's risk manager 
and attorneys. 
"The word that we got from Dcan of 
Studentsl David Dodson last week was 
that barring the attorneys' fndin 
anything we've not thought of," 
Chapman said, "the liability concerns 
would be addressed by the arrangements 
we previously made. 
"Since we haven't heard back from 
David, I am assuming no glaring errors 
were found." 
Chapman also feels optimistic about 
the reception the proposal will receive 
from the committee. 
"The feedback that we've gotten from 
the trustees that we've talked to has been 
surprisingly positive," Chapman said. 
"Not that everyone has supported it, but 
see RENDEZVOUS page 3 
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parking *t, and iS somimes forced io 
"park in the city zones because there is 
nowhere else." Other commuters have 
similar feelings. Steve Kelley, who lives 
4 miles away, said "it takes me longer to 
find a slot than it takes me to drive here 
from home." 
Badham said of the commuters, "For 
some reason they think they have to park 
a curb's distance from the building they 
need. There are 1044 slots in the Field 
House lot, and I've never seen it full. We 
need to convince students that the Field 
House lot isn't far away. It takes 3 
minutes to get from that lot to Jones 
Hall. It is just a matter of getting to 
school 5 minutes early." 
By Antje Spethmenn 
Staff Writer 
Approximately 50 students gathered in 
the Rotunda last Thursday at 7:00 p.m. 
to listen to Physics professor Jim Cliford 
and Political Science professor Bill 
Haltom argue the opposing sides of 
Puget Sound's latest academic issue: 
should the University change its class 
value system from units to credits? 
Clifford argued in favor of the switch. 
He began with a brief account of the 
academic history of the University, and 
went on to stress the unit's unfavorable 
financial implications, the difficulties it 
poses for the transfer students, and its 
cumbersome size. 
Haltom, who argued in favor of the 
procn( unit Nystom, called the 
suggestion to switch to credits 
"half-baked," saying, "people have this 
tendency around here, when things get  
-- - I— 	 - - - - - - ', 
The resident students, too, are 
complaining about parking. John Light 
said, "the size of the problem depends on 
how far you want to walk." Though 
Light complained, he did admit that he 
probably has less trouble parking his 
motorcycle than others have parking their 
cars. P. J. Franklin, also a resident 
student, described parking as "a hassle," 
saying that he has trouble finding a slot, 
"all the time," and that he often must 
park up the street. 
The faculty and staff are as concerned 
about the parking situation as the 
students. Their complaints, in fact, are 
about the students. Said Professor 
see PARKING page 3 
forum 
peaceful the faculty dream up ways to 
change things." 
Though he countered most of Clifford's 
arguments, Haltom did agree that faculty 
inflexibility was a problem. He 
suggested that the unit system allow for 
decimals rather than merely whole 
numbers. He said he assumed that 
everybody knew how to use decimals. 
Clifford questioned this universal grasp 
of decimals, saying, "some do and some 
don't. There are places on campus where I 
could go and say to a faculty member, 
'This is a one point six seven credit hour 
class. What's that?' Hell, it'd take a week 
to come up with one and two thirds." 
After Haltom and Clifford finished 
their presentions, the forum was opened 
up to questions from the audience. 
Haltom, when asked if he was afraid of 
see FORUIMI page 3 
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President Reagan bids the UN farewell 
President Reagan bid farewell to the United Nations on Monday in a speech that 
lauded the organization for its recent success in promoting peaceful settlements to 
conflicts in the Persian Gulf and Afghanistan. The speech marked-Reagan's 
reconciliation with the U.N. after a series of disputes over UN po1icies which 
Reagan declared were becoming dictated by authoritarian regimes and sinallâ states. 
He recently authorized the release of $44 million owed to the organization for the 
current fiscal year, and $144 million in 1989, which he had ordered withheld in 
retaliation to the alleged "anti-American" policies. Reagan took advantage of his 
improved relations with the U.N. to press for a stiff international ban on chemical 
weapons, the renewed use of which occurred recently during the Iran-Iraq war. He 
also expressed hope for improved relations with the SovietUin, and urgedthe body 
to champion human rights in Ethiopia, Iraq, South Africa, Nicaragua, and the Soviet 
Union. The speech marked Reagan's last appearance at the U.N. before the end of his 
term. 
Shroud of Turin dated to 14th century 
Laboratory tests conducted by researchers at Oxford University, the University of 
Arizona, and the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology at the University of Zurich 
show that the famous Shroud of Turin—long claimed to be the burial cloth of 
Christ—was actually made sometime in the 14th century. Although there was no 
official report as of Wednesday, Professor Luigi Gonella, the scientific adviser to the 
archbishop of Turin, confirmed a leak to the press from an unknown source. The 
shroud, which measures 14ft. 3 inches long, and 3 ft. 7 inches wide, bears the 
impression of a whipped and crucified man. Gonella conjectured that instead of being 
a fraud, the shroud might be a genuine work of art by an inspired medieval Christian 
artist. 
Israeli troops switch: using plastic bullets 
Israeli troops have switched from using tear gas to plastic bullets : 1 what Defense 
Minister Yitzhak Rabin called a new offensive against Palestinian cemonstrators in 
the Israeli-occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip. The bullets, supposedly non-lethal 
beyond 75 yards, have been the cause of three Arab deaths and 68 injuries in the most 
recent wave of Palestinian unrest. Doctors who treated the casualties said that the 
troops must have been using the bullets at close range. speculating that the switch to 
the bullets has made the Israeli army less reluctant to fire at protestors. The 
leadership of the Palestinian underground movement responsible for the 
demonstrations called for a full strike on Monday, closing stores and bringing people 
to the streets in what became the most violent day in the Israeli-occupied territories 
in months. 
Compiled by Erik Anderson 
Round Table sets 
uni-ty as agenda 
By Melisse Swartwood 
Staff Writer 
On Tuesday the Round Table met for the 
second time this year. The Round Table 
was established to increase communication 
and interaction between all the clubs and 
organizations on campus. 
Jill Vessely, chair of the Round Table, 
explained that the initial concept came up 
at last semester's leadership retreat. A group 
of people were thinking of ways to 
improve communication and involvement 
in the organizations. At that point there 
were five main groups on campus: RHA, 
OCURA, Panhellenic, IFC and Senate and 
there was very little interaction between 
them. 
First the group thought of a "pep-group" 
idea, and this evolved into the idea of a 
meeting of representatives from all the 
clubs and organizations on campus. 
"I worked with some people to broaden 
and expand the idea and that's what became 
the Round Table," said Vessely. "Sue 
Yowell (assistant Dean of Students) has 
done a lot, and ASUPS Vice President 
Darcie Julum has been helping me any way 
she can." 
There were a couple of meetings last 
semester but it was difficult to contact all 
the representatives from the organizations. 
This year all recognized organizations are 
required to send a representative to the 
Round Table. 
The meetings are bi-monthly, taking 
place on the first and third Tuesday of the 
month. The next meeting will be on Oct. 4 
at 5 p.m. in McIntyre 009. 
"Basically we go around the table and 
each representative tells what their club is 
doing. Then I go to my club and inform 
them of what's going on. It's a good way to 
get ideas," said Eric Barkman, Circle K 
representative. 
"It's a good thing because in the past on 
campus we have had a lot of conflicts 
between the groups on campus, like when 
the halls or Greeks would plan activities 
and they would coincide," he added. 
"The Round Table allows organizations 
to tell what events they have planned and in 
turn the representatives can relay that 
information to their clubs. It creates a 
networking system," said Vessely. 
Also, the Round Table has received a 
grant from the University. 
"Clubs and organizations who want to 
increase the vitality of their own 
membership or sponsor a program to 
educate the campus community can apply 
to the Round Table for funding," said 
Vessely. 
This should be in effect in about two 
weeks. That grant was originally to go to 
senate but Vesely explained that the senate 
does not represent everyone on campus. 
Round Table is more accessible and in 
touch with clubs campus-wide. 
"A future goal we have is to plan a truly 
campus-wide event, to get support from all 
the organizations," Vessely said. 
"Groups on campus have been semi-
segregated, there's never been much 
cooperation between them and when an 
event was planned by several clubs, it was 
not always supported - by others. We want 
to plan an event or activity that will be 
sponsored and encouraged by all the clubs 
and organizations."  
Esposito to speak on Islam 
Senate debates apathy 
By Lisa M. Colby 
AS LIPS Reporter 
Belated senators discussed very little 
business at Tuesday's 40 minute 
meeting. Chairman Stuart Boedecker 
reluctantly called the meeting to order 
when a handful of senators were all that 
appeared to be attending. 
The remaining senators trickled in to 
hear Vice President Darcie Julum 
announce the recognition of the 
Scandinavian Club. A budget will be 
planned next week. 
Faculty Representative Scott Sheffield 
encouraged students to "further 
investigate the uniticore issue," as raised 
in the open forum last Thursday. 
Sheffield said that student apathy was 
mentioned several times during the debate 
and students can do something to change 
that by following up on the problem (if 
they feel there is one). 
Julum also mentioned that the 
senators need to spend more time talking 
with their liaisons. "Spend five or 10 
minutes to talk to them and ask for their 
gripes, we need to get feedback from 
them," said Julum. 
By Erik Anderson 
Staff Writer 
On the night of Monday, October 3rd, 
students and faculty will have a chance to 
learn more about one of the most 
important and puzzling forces of change 
in the world --Islam. Dr. John L. 
Esposito, an expert on Islam in the 20th 
century, will provide an insightful look 
into a religious and political 
phenomenon that rivals Christianity in 
its scope, and is far more complex than 
the images of raised fists we often see on 
the evening news. Dr. Douglas Edwards, 
a former colleague of Esposito's and a 
professor of religion at UPS, said that 
this complexity and a lack of awareness 
on the part of most students were what 
prompted the decision to have Esposito 
come to UPS. 
"I think one of the reasons why a 
group of us from various disciplines got 
together was a concern for the lack of 
awareness of what it means to be a 
Muslim in today's world," he said. 
"We're confronted with images of 
Islam all the time in our society, most of 
them based on misinformation or 
inaccurate perceptions of reality." 
A common misccaception about Islam 
is that it is a unified movement in the 
world, without internal divisions. This 
misconception seems to be furthered by 
media portrayals that are somewhat 
misleading. 
"One of the thngs John Esposito 
showed me was that there is no 
monolithic Islamic religion, you have to  
put it in the plural. Even within 
particular countries you've got various 
stages of Islams represented." Edward said 
that an understanding of Islam is 
essential in unders.anding the world in 
which we live. 
"Were a global society now, let's face 
it. We can't stick our heads in the sand 
and not explore or not understand a 
significant porticn of the world's 
population." 
Of particular in rest to Americans 
might be the case ( f Iran, in which the 
tension between iestern ideals and 
traditional Islamic values was so clearly 
demonstrated by the Islamic Revolution 
that toppled the Shah of Iran in 1979. It 
is this tension, or "dynamic" as Edwards 
calls it, that is of particular importance 
in understanding the position of a 
Muslim in today's world. 
"What happens when you have a 
country like Iran which under the Shah's 
regime tried to create a western-style 
economy? With that came western values 
that were often in tension with the values 
that were promoted by the Islamic faith. 
What happens when those two come into 
conifict?" 
This question will be the primary 
focus of John Esposito's lecture, Edwards 
said, and it will be discussed in relation 
to its historical, religious, social, and 
political factors. 
A knowledge of Islam is also an 
important tool in formulating American 
see ISLAM page 3 
...on campus 
Internship program offered in Japan 
International Internship Programs is offering an exceptional and inexpnsive approach 
to learning about the peoples, language, and culture of Japan. Partici?ants are invited 
to live with Japanese host families for one month, and pursue indiv.dual objectives. 
For $1500, each applicant receives a homestay plus two meals daily for one month, 
orientation in Tokyo, medical and accidental insurance, and support material. Call 
Toll Free 1-800-333-2225 and enter 937 after tone. 
lmathiu and Eck to lecture 
The Palmer Lecture series will be held next week. 
Tuesday: 1:30 p.m. Bishop Imathiu 
8:00 p.m. Dr. Diana Eck 
Wednesday: 9:15 a.m. Bishop Imathiu 
11:00 a.m. Dr. Diana Eck 
8:00 p.m. Bishop Imathiu 
Thursday: 9:00 a.m. Dr. Diana Eck 
Foreign language houses offer chats 
Foreign Language Houses are offering informal chats each week 
Chinese House: 1128 N. Lawrence, Thursdays 4:00 
French House: 1202 N. Lawrence, Wednesdays 5:00 
German House: 1122 N. Lawrence, Tuesdays 5:00 
Spanish: Library 253, Mondays 3:30 /Library 261, Tuesdays 4:30 
i..,isa ajiwa, co-jounaer of me tuaraian Angels spoke in Kilworih Chapel on Tuesday 
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Candidates communicate FORUM By Lisa M. Colby 
	 diversity of qualifications include Chair 
	 change, said, "I'm not afraid 
ASUPS Revorter 	 of 'Students for fliiknkic' Vi Prtig1pnt 	 T .c....:A —c .'- -------- 
Sign-ups for senate elections began 
Sept. 22 and a total of five people have 
announced their candidacies to date. 
In an effort to bring about an early 
understanding of the candidate's 
qualifications and goals, The Trail asked 
each to comment. 
Todd Anthony , a junior, wants to" get 
involved in student government and 
investigate the potential to improve 
social and academic life of U.P.S 
students." 
He also feels he has good decision 
making skills, communication and 
negotiation skills, and dedication to 
commitments. 
Goals of senior Peng Hsiao, if elected, 
are to "see more involvement, mainly of 
off campus students, and activities for 
independents and greeks together." 
Hsiao would also like to give ASIJPS 
more power, making it more efficient. 
"I can represent a large popul&ion of 
the student body, I'm not afraid to speak 
out to food service, administration, or the 
trustees," said Hsiao. 
Shauna James, senior, feels her 
By T.K. Conrad 
Staff Writer 
The 1988 Palmer Lecture series will 
feature Bishop Lawi Imathiu and Dr. 
Diana L. Eck, and run from Tuesday, 
October 4 through Thursday, October 6, 
at Kilworth Chapel. 
Lawi Imathiu is Bishop of the 
Methodist Church in Kenya, and also 
serves as chairperson of the Executive 
committee of the world Methodist 
Council. PrevioLsly he has been a 
member of the Kenyan Parliament and 
has held chair of the National Christian 
Council of Kenya. 
Bishop Imathiu is regarded as a 
dynamic speaker oi the subject of racial 
equality. This visit, his first to the 
Tacoma area in twc years, coincides with 
the South Africa Forum, a month-long 
symposium on campus. His wife, 
Florence, will also be holding workshops 
on the campus during the Palmer Lecture 
series. 
ISLAINVI from page 2 
policy toward Islamic countries. Edwards 
feels that an awareness of the dynamic of 
Islam is a resource that policy-makers, 
and voters, should not be without, for the 
consequences can be disastrous as they 
were in Iran with the taking of the 
American hostages. Furthermore, that 
Islam is mainly a middle-eastern 
phenomenon makes it an important 
strategic consideration, for its proximity 
to the US oil supply. 
Thus, as Edwards asserts, Islam is 
something that cannot be ignored, and all 
are urged to attend Esposito's lecture, 
entitled, "Islam: The Straight Path." 
The lecture will lake place on Monday. 
' of Young Democrats, writer for The 
Trail and involvement in Amnesty 
International. 
"I think I'm politically aware and 
experienced at getting people involved 
nationally but it's even more important 
to get them involved here where they can 
make more of a difference," said James. 
Minda Leventis, junior, wishes to be a 
senator because "I've been real involved 
in ASUPS and I like knowing what's 
going on on campus and want to help get 
others involved on campus." 
She also believes she can look fairly at 
greek and independent issues as she has 
participated in both. 
Sophomore Barbara Rohling is 
running to "get involved, give student 
input and represent student opinions." 
Rohling's qualifications include RHA 
council representative and secretary for 
Harrington Hall. 
Rohling declined to comment on what 
specifically she hopes to accomplish 
while in senate. 
Senate sign-ups will continue through 
Oct. 5 with general elections on Oct. 20. 
second addresses questions about how 
different religions of the world think 
about the Divine, and her final lecture 
will consider the crossover of Christians 
into the spiritual disciplines of 
meditation usually associated with 
Eastern religions. 
"I'm really excited about the two 
speakers coming," said Jim Davis, 
University Chaplain. "Dr. Eck has an 
authoritative perspective on Eastern 
religions, and Bish'p Imathiu maintains 
a strong bond with the Northwest area 
and is a promir'ent figure in the 
Methodist clergy." 
This is the I th annual Palmer 
Lectures program, 'hich was established 
in 1972 to honor the life of Bishop 
Everett W. Palmer. 
Bishop Imathiu will lecture on 
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m., and on Wednesday 
at 9:15 a.m. and 8:30 p.m. Dr. Eck will 
be lecturing on Tuesday at 8:00 p.m., on 
11Jf 	 -- 
Oct. 3rd, at 7:30p.m. in McIntyre Hall, 
Room 003. the address is free and open 
to the public. 
John L. Esposito is a professor of 
religion and director of the Center for 
International Studies at the College of 
Holly Cross in Worcester, 
Massachusetts. He has been an advisor 
to the State Department, and serves a 
president-elect of the Middle East Studies 
Association and vice-president of the 
American council for the Study of 
Islamic Societies. He has recently been 
named the Wi.liam R. Kenan 
Distinguished Professor of Humanities at 
the College of William and Mary, a post 
he will assume next year.  
of change. 
ii cnange as managed by my 
fellow faculty - yes!" 
Eventually Haltom conceded that if 
the curriculum committee refused to 
re-think using decimals (which they have 
banned), changing to credits might be the 
only choice. 
"He (Clifford) seems to think that 
changing to credit hours will induce the 
dictators (curriculum committee) to turn 
into democrats," Haltom concluded. 
RENDEZVOUS 
from page 1 
there have been people very much in 
favor of it." 
Chapman, Hendricks and Julum began 
to refine their proposal after they realized 
the trustees would be consulted. 
Chapman credits Dodson for his 
extensive support and input. 
"Throughout the whole process, David 
has been very supportive," Chapman 
said. "The opportunity to bounce the 
proposal off the Faculty Student Life 
Committee—of which David is a part-
last week allowed us to refine our 
proposal. David was particularly helpful 
in offering many specific criticisms and 
much overall support." 
"It was in that meeting that we realized 
that we needed to refine our proposal a 
little bit," Chapman said. 
Many of the proposal's detractors have 
said that the goals are unrealistic or 
mutually exclusive. 
"We've, in the interest of meeting all 
of the goals we've outlined, focused the 
proposal more," Chapman said. 
"Two of the goals that we mentioned 
were to foster upperclass and freshman 
interaction and faculty and student 
interaction. We realized that these could 
be seen as mutually exclusive goals. 
"So now the Club Rendezvous will be 
open in the afternoon in order to offer a 
faculty club kind of setting, to meet the 
goal of faculty student interaction. Then 
it will be open in the evening in an 
attempt to draw the uppeitlassmen to the 
dance, thereby meeting the goal of 
freshman—upperciass interaction," 
Chapman said. 
However, Chapman added, "I want to 
stress along with that, again, the alcohol 
is not the draw, it's the fact that we are 
sending upperclassmen the message that 
they are legitimate particicpants in the 
event of which Club Rendezvous will be 
a part." 
When asked what the group will do if 
the committee does not approve the 
proposal, Chapman said, "to start with  
we go to frustration and then from there, 
try again. 
"One thing that we will make sure 
doesn't happen is that the people 
involved, making this decision, don't 
have to own that decision. If an 
individual is going to this we are going 
to know who that indivival is," 
Chapman concluded. 
PARKING from page 1 
William Breitenbach, "The problem with 
parking is that students continually park 
in faculty slots." A staff member who 
wished to remain anonymous agreed with 
Breitenbach's assessment of the situation, 
saying, "I can only get a slot if I get here 
before 8:00 a.m. and cut my lunch 
short." 
The number of students guilty of 
parking next to a blue curb reserved for 
"Special faculty and staff' is becoming 
fewer and fewer since Security has been 
ticketing vehicles parked in this reserved 
area. Yesterday Rich Waymire, Security 
Services Parking Assistant, issued "about 
80" tickets in the five hours he was 
working. Students like Franklin, who 
recently found a ticket on his car, are 
now more wary of snatching up those 
ayailable, but blue slots. 
The parking problems are no longer 
restricted to campus. The students who 
"go up the street" to find parking slots 
are making it difficult for neighboring 
homeowners to find parking in front of 
their own homes. Kathi Ellingson, a N. 
18th Street homeowner complained, 
"This red car [in front of her house] has 
been here for a month. I have small kids 
and can't ever park in front of my house. 
And when we have guests, there is never 
anywhere for them to park." 
Hazel Roberts, another frustrated N. 
18th Street resident, commented, "I 
cannot have meetings here because there 
is nowhere to park. There's nowhere for 
my husband to park. It seems worse at 
night. Many times they [the students] are 
parked on this side of the street when 
they could just as easily be on the other 
[University] side." 
Though the parking problems are 
many, solutions are few. Director of 
Physical Plant, Bob Bosanko, suggested 
that students make better use of the Field 
House lot. Neighbors on N. 18th want 
the city to create a permit system for 
parking on the North side of their Street. 
according to Badham, progress is being 
made. "Commuting students are 
encouraged to park near the Field House. 
We [Security] do a survey every night at 
9:00 p.m. and record all the vehicles [on 
the street] with a University parking 
sticker and leave notices on lhcir rr 
Palmer Lectures set 
cuiicuy dL ii uu a.iii., and on 
Thursday at 9:00 a.m. 
	
Diana Eck is Professor of comparative 
	 Seminars about socially responsible 
	
Religion and Indian Studies at Harvard 
	 investing, racism i i the United States, 
	
University. A Tacoma native, she has 
	 issues in the Presidential campaign, and 
	
been educated all over the world and 
	
women in Africa will be held on Tuesday 
	
recently has returied from a research 
	 from 3:30 to 5:30p.m. and Wednesday 
	
project at the head waters of the Ganges 
	 from 2:15 to 4:15 p.m. 
	
River in the Himayas. Her talks will 
	 The series is free for UPS students 
	
focus on the "Christians and the 
	 or retired clergy and their spouses. The 
	
Dialogue of Worl& Religions." Her first 
	 general fee for attending the series is 
	
lecture concerns ri ligious diversity and 
	 $30.00, and the individual lecture fee is 
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Soup season steaming to saucepans everywhere 
Some like it on cold, rainy days. 
Some like it anytime. Just about 
everyone likes it hot. It is soup. And the 
official soup season is arriving. 
In a recent, very informal, incomplete, 
and completely unscientific survey done 
by The Trail, we investigated the favorite 
soups of Puget Sound students. The 
inconclusive results follow. 
"I like it a lot on rainy afternoons," 
said one survey participant. Many others 
agreed. Cold, rainy days are the most 
popular soup days. Those days, according 
to one participant, happen "just about all 
the time around hero." 
Fall and winter are considered by most 
to be soup seasons. "You don't eat soup 
in the summer. It's not half so good," 
said one survey respondent. 
"I like soup all the time," said 
another, "but especially when Dad and I 
go skiing and I eat soup from a Thermos 
on Chair 2." 
Lunch and dinner ran evenly as far as 
the best times for soup. Some insisted 
on lunchtime only, while others preferred 
dinner. "Soup is a perfect ending for a 
perfect day." 
Besides lunch and dinner, specitc 
favorite times for consuming soup 
include 4 p.m., 1 a.m., 3 a.m., and 3:47 
(a.m. or p.m.) on Dec. 14. 
Another student said that the best time 
for soup is "when I have to cook my 
own food." 
Chicken noodle soup is the 
overwhelming favorite of Puget Sound 
students. Homemade proved preferable, 
but Campbell's ran a close second. A 
few students even said that the chicken 
noodle soup offered by food service was 
"fabulous." Ways of eating the soup 
varied, however. 
"I must have peanut butter and 
crackers," said one student. "It has to be 
the creamy kind," said another. "The 
chunky kind's great for sandwiches, but 
not for soup." 
One participant insisted upon oodles o' 
noodles in every bite. "Plain broth is 
boring," said another. However, four of 
the people citing chicken noodle as their 
favorite soup said they ate the broth first. 
Three others ate the noodles first, and 
one ate only the noodles. 
Chicken stars is also a popular soup 
among the sophisticated co-eds. 
"I like the way the little stars slide on 
my tongue," said a participant in the 
survey. "You can just slurp them down." 
Crackers are the no. 1 soup 
condiment. Most prefer oyster crackers. 
Saltines seem to be a favorite, whether 
they are cumbled, dipped, or eaten 
separately. "Crackers are very important 
for eating soup," a student said. 
II 0 8 
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Others, however, are purists, accepting 
only plain soup. 
Clam chowder is a leader among the 
students surveyed, but food service's 
version of the traditional soup did not 
receive raving reviews. 
"I like clam chowder," a student said, 
"but not the kind they serve here." 
Chowder complaints ranged from too 
thin to too bland to too cold. 
g 
.I 
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Regardless, the homemade and 
restaruant varieties are still tops. And 
according to one survey participant, 
"clam chowder is best with "a dash of 
Tobasco."  
Other soup favorites include tomato 
(see related article), split pea, and lentil. 
The rains will eventually arrive. And 
soup consumption will rise. No matter 
how you like it. 
The Favorites 0' the People 
20 -i 
types a' soup 
c 	 Students tackle tomato question 
In soup circles, the debate rages on. 
Clear-cut answers do not exist. Every 
connoisseur remains true to his or her 
taste and judgment. Tomato soup: milk 
or water? plain or jazzy? 
Of those queried in The Trail's 
incomplete, completely unscientific 
survey, 16 of 28 tomato soup eaters 
preferred tomato soup made with milk. 
Water was the preference of seven, while 
five went for the milk and water 
combination. 
The tomato soup condiments issue 
threw open the great debate and students 
became quite vocal about their favorite 
ways of dressing up the standard soup. 
One student eats tomato soup "only if 
I have grilled cheese sandwiches to dip." 
Indeed, besides crackers, dipping the 
cheese sandwich is one of the most 
popular methods for eating tomato soup. 
"That's disgusting," one student said 
of dipping. But grilled cheese sandwiches 
remain the top complement to tomato 
soup. Grilled peanut butter also 
complements the soup well, a student 
said. 
Cheese in the soup is also a big 
favorite. Preferences included cheddar, 
American ("because it melts faster") 
mozzarella, and Parmesan. 
Popular additives range from rice, 
pasta, vegetables and popcorn to bacon 
bits, oregano, pepper and extra salt. 
One survey respondent added that 
tomato soup was best when it had "no 
big pieces of tomato." 
Some students easily avoid the entire 
issue by not eating tomato soup. 
"Tomato soup is best not eaten," one 
student said. 
And so the debate continues... 
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 Trail Celebrate the freedom to read j during Banned Books Week 
7 . 
By 
Rich 
Underhill 
Ach, ja! Oktoberfest is quite the 
festive event. It is, however, far more 
pleasant an experience for the American 
tourist than for the citizen of Munich 
(unless, of course, the citizen is in the 
business of ripping off the tourists). 
During the Fest, Munich, usually 
the spotless and pristine capital of 
Bavaria, transforms into a giant Kb 
(toilet). Oh, a tear comes to my eye 
when I remember my beloved home-for-
a-year under the influence of the supposed 
celebration of joy. 
Don't get me wrong--Okioberfest is 
fun. The rides, beer tents that feature the 
husky beer wenches who can carry up to 
twenty liter-sized beers at the same 
time--it's all there. All of this is 
wonderful from the tourist's point of 
view, but the simple fact is that no-one 
who lives in Munich goes to the 
Oktoberfest (except to work). 
The effects of Oktoberfest, however, 
are to be felt all over the city. One of the 
pride and joys of Munich is its litter-ree 
streets and subway stations. This paradise 
is lost during the drunken couple of 
Oktoberfest weeks. Vomit decorates the 
gutters, subway stations and shrubbery. 
The pleasant aroma of stale urine wafts 
in the usually fresh air (and you thought 
Tacoma was bad!). Passed-out foreigners, 
called Bicrleichen ("beer corpses") by the  
citizens of Munich, make walking dewn 
the street as difficult as tackling an 
obstacle course. 
The one bright spot for an EngEsh-
speaking student is the (hopefu!Iy) 
unique opportunity to practice his 
translating abilitites when he has to bail 
his American comrades out of jail: 
Americans he's never seen before and has 
no desire to see again. 
Of course, there were extenuating 
ciivumstances that made Oktoberfest a bit 
less pleasant in my case. I was a very 
busy little studyhound at the time of the 
festivities. The orientation period for my 
study abroad group was in full speed, and 
the. German beast running the program 
was throwing constant temper tantrums. 
"Why didn't you just ignore her 
tantrums, you woosiecookie?"you ask? 
Well how would you like a 65" hag with 
a silver and black beehive the Bride of 
Frankenstein would die for hollerin' at 
you in a gutteral language you are tryin' 
to learn? Huh? Huh?? 
Some Oktoberfest tips for the 
traveler: Come to the Fest tipsy so you 
need to drink only one MaJJ(liter). Its a 
helluva lot cheaper; try the culinary 
delight of the event, fish on a stick (a 
divine trout—head, scales and all on a 
lovely wooden stake. Yummmmmy). 
Lastly, come to Munich for a 
different Bierfesi.Try the Starkbierfest 
(strong beer festival) in March. It's a far 
superior event with fewer tourists. Oh, 
previously ingested food still gets heaved 
up all over the city; it is, however, 
refreshing to know that the vomit you 
see is German. 
By Melisse Swartwood 
Staff Writer 
This is Banned Books Week and I 
would like to speak out in favor of this 
age-old practice. 
People have been banning books since 
before the Inquisition, almost Forever 
(by Judy Blume, banned) it seems. 
Indeed, Plato supported censoring 
dangerous works, and he certainly wasn't 
opposed to Advancement in Learning 
(by Francis Bacon, banned). 
Don't get me wrong, I believe in a 
Brave New World (by Aldus Huxley, 
banned) and in freedom but What I 
Believe (by Bertrand Russel, banned) is 
that if we don't do some judicious 
restricting of certain unfavorable books, 
our society will become like The Jungle 
(by Upton Sinclair, banned). 
We need to foster in our youth a strong 
sense of what is good and proper. If we 
start censoring now, we will develop a 
generation of people with such strong 
moral conviction that they'd never be 
tempted to read that trash and we won't 
have to ban books anymore. 
A Capital (by Karl Marx, banned) 
idea. Sort of a beneficial Catch 22 (by 
Joseph Heller, banned). 
If we start now, all the misguiding 
garbage will be Gone with the Wind (by 
Margaret Mitchell, banned) and we won't 
have to worry about it. 
Let me be Candide (by Voltaire, 
banned). If we allow our youth access to 
only the best, then the worst will not be 
able to influence them at all, and we will 
never have problems like in Nazi 
Germany when the worst of the people 
rose and burned the best of the works. 
We must keep a rein on knowledge or 
like our forebearers we will be cast East 
of Eden (by John Steinbeck, banned). 
All this controversy about banning 
books really makes me see The Color 
Purple (by Alice Walker, banned). The 
reasoning is perfectly simple. If only the 
ignorant and fearful would open their 
eyes. 
Now let me be serious. What can I say 
about book banning that will spark 
interest? 
The mystery to me is if it is so 
unpopular with everyone then why are 
books banned? 
Who is this powerful "them" and why 
won't they just remove themselves from 
the treacherous evils this society has to 
offer? 
Looking at the lengthy list of banned 
books that was compiled in a Banned 
Books Week 1988 pamphlet I was 
amazed, amused and inspired. 
I hope someday to write a book worthy 
of being banned. All the best books by 
the best authors have been. 
To celebrate Banned Books Week, or, 
better, to promote the freedom to read, 
there are several recommended 
suggestions. 
There is a Freedom to Read foundation 
to which one can contribute. You can 
petition to challenge local censorship 
threats. You can carry your books in a 
great brown canvas book bag with the 
word "censored" emblazoned across iL 
Or wear a T-shirt listing frequently 
challenged books with "censored" 
stamped over them. 
Or just wear an "I read banned books" 
pin. Proudly. 
Register 
and Vote 
51MGLE5 
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Impressions of a Pulitzer Prize winning poet 
By Melisse Swartwood 
Staff Writer 
Rita Dove read her poetry Wednesday 
night to an enraptured audience that 
filled Maclntyre 003. 
Dove won a Pulitzer Prize for her 
book of poems. Thomas and Beulah. 
She was one of the youngest writers 
ever included in the Daniel Halperin's 
New American Poetry Anthology, a 
collection of poems written by poets 
under forty while still in graduate 
school. 
Dove is also editor of Callahoo, a 
journal of American African Arts and 
letters. 
Dove grew up in Akron, Ohio, and 
her poetry reflects the life she knew 
there, and the life of the older 
generation that she learned of from 
stories told by her grandparents. 
Dove first read newer selections of 
her work, poems that emerged from her 
memories of being ten years old. She 
then read from Thomas and Beulah, in 
which she writes of the experiences of 
her grandparents. Through a "blending 
of truth and imagination" she attempts 
to explore and grasp the character and 
emotions of these two who struggled 
through such trials as the depression, 
the terrible (for Thomas) fate of four 
daughters and no son, menial labor, 
and a stroke. 
She then concluded with some of the 
latest of her work. 
Her poetry was poignant and witty, 
cutting and dreaming, and very real. 
By Angel Overbaugh 
Staff Writer 
"How was Rita Dove?" 
How was she? She was a small, 
black woman with a sweet caramel 
voice whose presence made me feel as 
if I were standing in a deep hole next 
to her. How was a woman whose 
poetry was so singingly beautiful that 
tears stung my eyes at the same time a 
smile played on my lips? She was a 
woman with honey-brown skin, a 
chocolate color, a curse to her 
grandparents, an envy to mc in my 
white envelope. 
She opened a large folio and read to 
me, as I sat alone, an audience of one 
woman / poet I writer I dreamer / 
worker / reader / lover / American / 
daughter / student. I was able to see 
through her eyes, a ten year old once 
again, watching a cousin sneak off to a 
dance. 
I peeked shyly into her closet of life, 
but before I could allow my eyes to 
become accustomed to the dim light, 
images of her grandparents were etched 
onto my mental clipboard. I was 
amazed at the humanity of her poems, 
and the simple threads of two lives that 
were woven into brilliant tapestries. 
Golden rows of love shown through 
each word, and humor was sprinkled in 
large green dots. 
But it was her anger that was always 
curled quietly in the corner of that 
white page, breathing cool puffs along 
the edge of her poems. I silently  
cheered her anger at being labeled a 
'nigger,' as I ran my fingers over my 
own labels, feeling heat rise within 
me. Her anger was careful, she spoke 
to my peculiar hatreds, justifying 
them, giving them credence, and 
allowing me to work myself in them. 
She used what she didn't understand. 
senseless tragedies and small 
injustices, to color her writing. And 
her anger was a subtle, gentle serpent, 
blinking and daring me, an audience 
unto myself, to ignore it. 
How was Rita Dove? 
She was taller, much taller, than I 
omecoming court announce 
By Kevin Strong 
Staff Writer 
Elections for Homecoming King and 
Queen will take place tomorrow from 9 - 
6:30 p.m. in the Student Union, 11-5 
p.m. in the Library, and during lunch and 
dinner in the Tunnels. 
Candidates for king are seniors Chris 
Chapman, Mike Fassler, Dave Harlan, 
Ken Miller, and Kelly Ziegler. 
Candidates for queen are seniors Lynn 
Hendricks, Darcie Julum, Merrill Martin, 
and Amy Stephenson, as well as junior 
Julie Pyatt. They were selected from a 
group of 50 nominees based primarily on 
their involvement in school activities. 
Chapman is a member of the Business 
Leadership Program, manages the Pizza 
Cellar, and is a host in the Admissions 
Office. Last year he was ASUPS 
Director of Business Sevices. In his 
snare time Chanrnanenioys a_variety of  
sports, gourmet cooking, reading science 
fiction, and listening to Crosby, Stills, 
and Nash. 
Fassler was a 1988 NAIA 
All-American Honorable Mention in 
swimming. He is also the Trail's Sports 
Editor, an ASUPS Senator, the 
Executive Vice President of Alpha Kappa 
Psi Business Fraternity, and Recorder for 
Sigma Nu Fraternity. Like Chapman, he 
is in the Business Leadership Program. 
For recreation Fassler open-water swim 
races, golfs, windsurfs, and skis. 
Harlan is Editor of the Trail and shift 
supervisor for campus security. In the 
past he has edited Crosscurrents literary 
magazine and served on the staff of 
summer conferences and Events. Harlan 
likes to read fiction, listen to music, take 
pictures, and play racquetball. 
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TAG's "Noises Off" definitely 
has something going on for 
their tenth with "Nothing On" 
We Three an a cape/Ia trio will be appearing at The Antique Sandwich 
Co. Friday, Oct. 1. Proceeds from the performance will benefit Sixth 
Sense, a local peace group. 
Pantages Centre presents Angry housewives Saturday Oct. 1. 
Shows are at 5:30 and 9:00 p.m. Tickets are $10.00. Amadeus-A 
Traveler in Italy will run Sunday, Oct. 2. Shows are at 2 and 6 p.m. 
Tickets are $7.50, $7.00, and $6.00. 
Kittredge Art Gallery presents Sumi paintings by Janet Laurel, 
ceramics by David Keyes, and paintings by Barbara Minas from Oct. 2 to 
Oct. 24. A reception for the artists will be held on Sunday, Oct. 2 from 2 to 
4 p.m. 
Kristin Linklater will lead workshops on voice training and 
Shakespeare theater. Workshop will run Oct. 1-2 in the inside theater. 
General participation fee is $15, students with ID $5, free to Puget Sound 
students. 
Meeting of the Minds. Mikhail S. Gorbachev, Friedrich Wilhelm 
Nietzsche, Daniel Ortega, Qiu Jin, and Harry S. Truman will meet for the 
first and very likely last time. Friday, Oct. 7 at 4 p.m. in Kilworth Chapel. 
Moderator will be Suzanne Barnett. 
Shadowfax a new age jazz band sponsored by Cultural Entertainment 
will appear Saturday Oct. 7 at 8 p.m. in Memorial Fieldhouse. Tickets are 
$8 with student ID. They will be appearing as part of the Homecoming 
activities. 
Tacoma Art Museum will be running two shows from Sept. 16 to Nov. 
6. "Homage Series: Recent Figure Paintings," an exhibition of works by 
Keith Monaghan will be held, as will The Directors Invitational, an exhibit 
of contemporary art by artists living outside the Northwest. general 
admission is $2, students $1, Tuesdays are free. 
Tacoma Actors Guild (TAG) presents Noises Off Sept. 23 to 
October 15. Tickets are only $9.50 for preview shows on Sept. 21 and 22 
are only $9.50. For tickets and information call 272-2145. 
By Natalie McNair 
A & E Editor 
A play within a play always makes for 
an interesting night at the theater. 
"Noises Off"/"Nothing On" is just such a 
play. Though I've seen many plays in 
this format before, I don't think I've ever 
laughed so hard. 
"Nothing On," the play within "Noises 
Off," is a sex farce which a B rated, 
British acting company is attempting to 
perform. It does not matter that the 
audience that came to watch "Noises Off' 
never knows what "Nothing On" is 
about. If it did, the play wouldn't be 
nearly as funny. 
The actors did a marvelous job. And 
the director... well, to really know what 
an incredible job he did, you'll just have 
to go. 
The play begins with a dress rehearsal 
of "Nothing On." This dress rehearsal 
turns out to be a director's nightmare. 
The actors don't know their lines, stage 
positions, or the plot of the play. 
The second act shows the audience the 
backstage life of the company. If TAG 
had a backstage life like the Grand 
Theatre (the company performing 
"Nothing On"), there would be no TAG. 
The acting, or rather acrobatics, of the 
second act is incredible. I laughed so 
much my stomach hurt. 
Through time, love affairs sprouted 
between actors and actresses in this little 
traveling company. And like most 
affairs, some of them wilted. The second 
scene displayed the catatrophic effects  
such goings on could have on a small 
group of so-so actors. 
This scene exemplified one of the first 
lines of the entire play, "As soon as you 
get a load off your feet, it all comes 
crashing down on your head." 
How the director handled the logistics 
of this scene is beyond me. How the 
actors could still say their lines after 
going through such a gruelling workout 
is a miracle. 
The third scene of "Noises Off" returns 
to the first scene of "Nothing On." Kind 
of. 
By the time the company has been on 
the road with their play for four months, 
all mayhem has broken loose. Nobody 
knows their lines, and the backstage 
rivalries have gotten so out of hand that 
they are brought on to stage. 
The director of this play ("Noises 
Off"), Tom Skore, has to be a genius. 
The way he gets his actors to manuever 
around the stage without killing 
themselves or each other is incredible. 
The only drawback to "Noises Off' is 
that some scenes are too drawn out. After 
hearing the first act of "Nothing On" I 
began to cherish the fact that there is 
more to life than this play. 
However, the play, both "Noises Off' 
and "Nothing On," is so funny, that 
something as small as drawn out scenes 
is very inconsequential. 
I would recommend this play to 
anyone who needs cheering up, a study 
break, or just something to do. "Noises 
Off" definitely has something going on. 
C ontest Corner 1. 
Crosscurrents Literary Review is sponsoring a contest. Works of art, 
fiction, non-fiction, poetry, and photography are being accepted for entry. Prizes in 
each department are $75 for first, $25 for second, and first through third place works 
will be published. All work must be typewritten and include full name, address and 
phone number. Dead line is October 7. Send or deliver to SUB 005. Work must be 
original. 
Cameron Publishing Company announces a new poetry contest open to 
all. First prize is $1,500. For rules, send a self-addressed stamped envelope to: 
Cameron Publishing company, 1109 S. Plaza Way #422, Flagstaff, AZ 86001. 
Deadline is November 10, 1988. 
L. Ron Hubbard's Writers or the Future Contest. Deadline is Sept. 
30. The contest is held in an effort to search for new writers of science fiction short 
stories and novelettes. Held every three months, the contest accepts entries from all 
over the world. Prizes: $1000 for first place, $750 for second, $500 for third, and a 
four thousand dollar annual grand prize. All winning entries are published in L. Ron 
hubbard Presents Writers of the Future. For contest rules and information write to: 
L. Ron Hubbard's Writers of the Future Contest, P.O. Box 1630 Los Angeles, CA 
90078. 
Playboy's 1988 College Fiction Contest is now accepting entries from 
any registered undergraduate, graduate, or part time student. The October issue of 
Playboy will contain the rules and information for submission of work. First place 
award is $3,000, second is $500, third is $250. 
49th Parallel Poetry Contest. Poems must be postmarked between Oct. 1, 
1988 and January 3, 1989. Any number of poems may be submitted, however, there 
is a $3 entry fee for each poem entered. Poems may be written in any style on any 
subject, max. 40 lines. No previously published works, or works accepted for 
publication, are eligible. First place $150 and publication in "The Bellingham 
Review," second place $100, third place $50. Each poem must be accompanied by a 
3"x 5" index card with: Title of Poem, first line of poem, author's name and address, 
phone number. Send along with S.A.S.E. to The 49th Parallel Poetry Contest, P.O. 
Box 4065, Bellingham, WA 98227. For more information come to the Trail or 
write to the above address. 
Kristin Linklater Workshop will 
train actors in Shakespearean 
Voice and theater Oct. 1 and 2 
by Melisse Swartwood 
staff writer 
Nationally recognized voice expert 
Kristin Linklater will be at Puget Sound 
this weekend to share her teachings and 
experience. Her teaching techniques are 
commonly used in the training of 
English actors and are becoming a 
popular form of voice training in the 
U.S. 
Linklater, who is from the Boston 
area, studied at the London School of 
Dramatic Arts. She is the author of 
Freeing the Natural Voice. 
"This is really a pretty spectacular 
oppurtunity for students. She's like the 
top expert in the field of voice training," 
said Laura McCann, Arts Coordinator. 
Linklater is being brought in specially 
to conduct the workshop at Puget Sound. 
She will not be appearing elsewhere. 
"She will be offering a workshop for 
theatre students for six hours on 
Saturday." said McCann. "That will be 
one-on-one and very intensive, there will 
be less than 20 people participating." 
Then on Saturday night Linklater will 
attend the UPS r'rama Department's 
rehersal of "A Co:iedy of Errors" and 
offer her advice to e actors. 
"That will be a unique and special 
oppurtunity," said McCann. "Then, so 
more people in be community can 
benefit, she will iead a workshop on 
Sunday that's open ic the public." 
The lecture and demonstration will 
begin at lOam on Oct 2nd and end at 
5pm. It will be at Kilworth Chapel. 
The workshop is free of charge for 
UPS students. Cost to the public is $15 
or $5 for non-UPS students with I.D. 
During the workshop Linklater will 
discuss the reading and performance of 
Shakespearean texts. She will cover 
analysis of the text, identifying clues to 
performance, and employing methods of 
practice. 
"This workshop .sn't only for theatre 
students," said McCann, "it's for anyone 
interested in Shake. peare or interested in 
learning how to use tnd train the voice." 
"I'm really lookir forward to hearing 
about the celebrities she's worked with. 
She's basically tFz queen of voice. 
Drama people will get a lot of important 
information from her. She's helped 
Meryl Streep with a lot of her accents, 
like in Sophie's Choice," said Lydia 
Groom, Senior. 
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Biko's struggle portrayed Betrayed exposes racial hatred 
By Wendy Kennerly 
Staff Writer 
In 1976 Stephen Biko, a black South 
African, was imprisoned, tortured, and 
murdered by the South African 
government. His is the story told in 
Richard Attenborough's (Ghandi) Cry 
Freedom. 
Like Ghandi, the scenes are both 
artistic and moving. At times, Biko is 
presented as a saint-like apparition, 
complete with sunlight streaming behind 
him as he expounds on his view; other 
times, Denzel Washington ("St. 
Elsewhere") portrays the leader as simply 
a human who sometimes doubts his 
methods of achieving racial equality. 
What Washington and screen writer 
John Briley do not compromise on is the 
authenticity of Biko's values, beliefs and 
goals, although Attenborough has 
certainly toned down the fierceness of 
Bikos criticisms to make them more 
appealing to Attenborough's 
predominantly white audience of 
millions. 
Cry Freedom is definitely a thought-
provoking film. However, to those 
looking solely for entertainment., I would 
recommend looking elsewhere. May of 
the scenes are both graphic and intense. 
Attenborough employs these devices to 
cause the viewer to contemplate the 
injustices in this small Southern African 
country; clearly, he succeeds. 
The main criticism I have of this 
movie is with the script itself. Out of the 
movie's approximate 157 minutes, Biko 
is portrayed through only about half. The 
remainder deals with white journalist 
Donald Wood's (Kevin Kline) exodus 
from South Africa so he can publish a 
manuscript about Biko. It is upon this 
book that Cry Freedom is based. 
However, the problem with the script 
lies in the fact that it is not fiction and 
Wood's book was never meant to be 
transferred to the screen. 
The result is rather sloppy 
screenwriting (example: A tells B 
something that B already knows so that 
we can know it too) and a rather lengthy 
movie that takes up more time than it 
actually needs to. 
Nonetheless the content is good, even 
though the dynamic impact of 
Washington's outstanding performance is 
somehow lost somewhere between Biko's 
death half-way through the film and the 
closing credits. 
Cry Freedom is this week's campus 
film. It will be shown in Mc 003 Friday 
and Saturday at 6 p.m., 9 p.m. and 11 
p.m. and Sunday at 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. 
By Antje Spethmann 
Staff Writer 
Movies are usually meant to 
entertain us, to let us relax , escape 
reality and go home feeling good. If 
that's what you're after, don't go see 
Betrayed. 
This movie is anything but relaxing. 
It is powerful beyond belief, made me 
cringe at the reality it depicted. 
Halfway through the film I wanted 
to get up and leave. Betrayed is not 
violent compared with some films I 
have seen. It did not repulse me with 
bad acting, directing, or producing. In 
fact, all these things were very well 
done, and kept me glued to the screen. 
So why the desire to leave? 
The subject matter was so strong 
that I found myself wondering if I 
could cope with one more scene. 
In the film Debra Winger portrays an 
investigative agent who falls in love 
with the man she is watching. He is 
the suspect in a murder case linked to 
anti-semitism and white supremacy. 
Winger's character is thrown into a 
world of prejudice, hatred and killing. 
The movie is difficult to watch 
because the viewer cannot fail to 
realize that the Klu-Klux-Klan and 
other neo-nazi/white supremacist 
organizations still exist in this 
country. Betrayed forces viewers to 
open their eyes to that horror. 
Take a friend along to hold your 
hand, and be ready to feel helpless, sad, 
and very angry. 
It is said that something is good if it 
inspires you to think. Be prepared to 
spend some time thinking; this is one 
of those movies that you just can't 
stop thinking about. 
Ringers rings 
bells of doom 
By Caitlin J. Moughon 
Contributing Editor 
At first I thought it was a movie about 
clones--I was somewhat interested (from 
the intellectual perspective, mais oui). If 
only I had known before I bought the 
popcorn that this movie was really 
about: 
Twin Gynecologist Drug Addicts. 
Yes, it may sound like a headline in 
the National Enquirer,but it's David 
Cronenberg's (The Fly) new film Dead 
ers"l. 
 
Ringers is the story of identical twins 
Beverly and Elliot Mantle, medical 
geniuses. Elliot is the suave one, in 
charge of getting grants and babes, while 
Bev sits home and slaves over data. 
• •• 	
- 	
•. ••; 
I 
Now that a new school year is under 
way, we have an idea that'll make both 
you and your parents feel a bit more 
confident come finals time: 
Get a Macintosh® computer to help 
with your homework. 
Then you'll never have to spend 
another all-nighter retyping a paper 
just to purge a few typos and dangling 
modifiers. You'll be able to crank out 
I O
chy -YOU m 
assignments that look as though you 
bribed a friend in art school. And with 
an amazing new program called 
HyperCard®—which just happens 
to come packaged with every 
Macintosh—you can easily store, 
organize, and cross-reference research 
notes to your heart's content. 
And if that isn't enough reason 
Th 
S, 
Ap,Ie, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Sony Discman is a trademark of Sony Coeporation. 
No purchase necessary. Odds depend on number of entrants. See your campus Apple reseller for complete contest details Prizes may nary from product shown. 	 Microco rn pute 
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Seems like a neat enough arrangement, 
but Elli and Bev are awfully close. 
Although they stop dressing alike in 
college, they share an apartment, a clinic, 
their women, and it is even suggested at 
one point that they share a bed. You 
have to wonder how much else they share 
when you see one scene in which they 
dance in their apartment with their arms 
wrapped all around one woman. 
The plot thickens when Bev falls for 
one of their lovers--a patient who is a 
rather neurotic actress. She's addicted to 
drugs, extremely promiscuous, and a 
gynecological "mutant" (Bev's own 
words). 
Bev pops a pill with her one night, and 
you just know it's going to be all 
downhill from there. Soon, he's addicted 
to drugs and her; Elli is panicked that 
he's losing his brother. 
To tell what happens after this would 
ruin it for you--but let me just warn the 
women in the audience: there is one 
scene you may not want to watch. Bev 
enters the operating room promptly after 
shooting up, and begins to use some 
tools he has designed for mutant women-
- on a normal patient. I squirmed in my 
seat with my legs crossed, screaming. 
So if you're getting the idea that this 
movie is a little gruesome, you're not 
stupid. Even more frightening is the fact 
that these twins reminded me of a set I 
grew up with, who were still dressing the 
same in college. Lord, I hope they're 
still blowing glass and not entering the 
medical profession. 
But it's not gory like a Freddy movie, 
and it does have some redeeming 
qualities. Jeremy Irons is amazing as 
both of the twins--quite a few people 
around us didn't even know he was one 
actor. 
Genevieve Bujold is equally good and 
convincingly psychotic as Bev's love 
Claire Niveau; I was hoping she and Bev 
could find a lovely country home 
together at the Funny Farm. 
Ringers certainly couldn't be called 
boring, either. The intriguing (if 
sickening) kept my eyeballs (which were 
slightly out of focus since I only had one 
contact in) glued to the screen--I wasn't 
left wondering what the hell was going 
on but I never knew exactly what was 
happening either. 
Although I couldn't watch the end of 
the movie and can't say it was the most 
enjoyable two hours I've had this month, 
Ringers certainly gave me something to 
chit-chat about. And let me tell you, 
from now on I will choose my health 
care professionals very carefully. 
Babette's Feast 
feeds the mind 
By Lydia Groom 
Staff Writer 
with inspiration from 
Rich Underhill 
In a Euro-art-film mood, but Tacoma 
seems like a gigantic, cultural void? 
Well, Lyd and Rich have news for you! 
Village Cinemas will be fulfilling all  
your Euro-film needs through December 
1. This wonderful oasis is found at 8727 
South Tacoma Way. Films such as the 
current comedy "Babette's Feast," 
running until October 6, will be shown 
on a limited basis. 
"Babette's Feast" won the 1988 
Academy Award for Best Foreign 
Language Film. Well, "neato" awards 
like the Academy Award are fine and 
dandy, but do not necessarily guarantee 
non-stop entertainment. Lyd and Rich 
found the first 45 minutes of the film 
boring. After all, the singing of "Oh, 
Jerusalem" ad nauseum (in Danish, to 
boot) and exhilerating scenes of knitting 
aren't typically considered comic fare. In 
fact, Rich was almost in a comatose 
state; fortunately, after this initial 
boredom, the film turned into a 
delightful theatrical romp. 
The film stars Stephane Audran as 
Babette, a woman who leaves her native 
Paris and takes a job cooking for two 
Danish spinster sisters. After her first 
fourteen years (and the film seemed to 
take that long to get here), she wins 
10,000 francs in the French lottery and 
plans to prepare an expensive French 
dinner for the sisters and their 
oh-so-conservative friends. 
Then the cat is let out of the bag: 
Babette was a grand chef in Paris. 
Because of the delicacies she needs, 
Babette asks her brother to send a soup 
turtle, an assortment of roasting quails, a 
variety of chickens for baking and 
authentic wine to Denmark. When the 
spinster sisters find out about these  
paganistic delicacies, they cringe at the 
sins they will be commiting by 
partaking in such a culinary orgy. The 
arrival of the "French Cuisine from Hell" 
sets the sleepy town off like Paganini at 
his violin. 
At this point, the film begins to 
stimulate the audience as if the director 
had thrown a bucket of cold water on 
their faces. Lyd had just woken Rich and 
asked him "Does art have to be boring?" 
The theatre had had the atmosphere of a 
morge; however the scenes in which 
dinner was served resuscitated the 
audience. 
An especially funny scene was the 
sisters' nightmares featuring satanic 
goodies with cheesy "Hell" effects. 
[These dreams almost threw Lyd into a 
cardiac arrest, and Rich almost heaved 
sub food from laughing so hard.] During 
the serving of the dinner, a young lad, 
who uncannily resembled Rick Astley, 
served the elders unlimited quantites of 
wine. These stiff-necks turned into 
delightful party animals. You'd ahve 
thought they were old drinking buddies. 
By the end, Lyd and Rich's spirits had 
been renewed. A good feeling transcended 
over and surprised the audience. Not only 
had the movie been joyful, but so was 
the photography with beautiful scenes of 
the Danish countryside and 
mouthwatenng food. 
Lyd and Rich do warn you, however! 
Bring money for a post-movie splurge. 
Your stomach will be rumbling louder 
than Vesuvius. Bon Appetit! 
I 
1, 
By Rob Huff 
Sports Editor 
Under cloudy skies and fifty-degree 
temperatures, the Logger men's and 
women's cross country teams opened 
their season last weekend at Lower 
Woodland Park in Seattle. 
The near-perfect running conditions 
helped to produce some fast times, but 
both sides of the Puget Sound ledger 
didn't fare as well as they might have 
hoped. 
On the women's team, senior Lisa 
Garnett ran 17:43 to lead the team. She 
was followed by Ann Grande with a time 
of 19:00 and Andrea Perry with a 19:28. 
The men's team was facing some 
injury problems but still managed to 
place Mike Morse at the front of the 
Logger squad with a 26:40 over the 8 
kilometer course. Following Morse was 
Scott Sterbenz with a 26:59. 
Last year's district marathon champion, 
Mark Brennan ran a 27:2 1 and team 
captain Matt Grant placed just in front of 
him with a 27:03. 
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Soccer number one , still rolling 
By Antje Spethman 
Staff Writer 
Second to none in the NAIA, women's 
soccer at Puget Sound is putting this 
school on the national sports map. 
The Loggers have collectively put it 
all together. Talent, dedication, hard 
work, and a special attitude of winning 
has left the team with a 9-0 record to 
open the season and gain the number one 
ranking in the national NAIA polls. 
In their first game of the season the 
team defeated Evergreen State College, 
14-0. And this is only where the 
impressive statistics began. 
In the first eight games of the year, 
Puget Sound attempted 221 shots on 
goal while their opponents had 63 shots. 
Their season record stands at 9-0 going 
into this weekend's contest against 
Simon Fraser University. However, 
Logger coach Mike Jennings pointed out, 
"the really important matches are in 
October." 
Jennings said that through the October 
games is how the team will get to its 
ultimate goal. 
Senior forward Shelly Simmons said 
that this goal was "to win nationals." 
She added however, "We need to win 
now, and win regionals and if for some 
reason we don't win, be proud of what 
we've done." 
Jennings confirmed this saying, "The 
long range goals are to get into 
nationals.. - but other than that it goes 
day by day." He added, "We need to let 
the long term goal take care of 
themselves by accomplishing our short 
term goals." 
Both Jennings and Simmons agreed 
that it takes something special to win, 
and be just that much better than the 
best. 
"You have to be determined," Jennings 
said, "everytime you step out on the field 
you have to prove that you are (the 
best)." 
"We're the team to beat now," 
Simmons pointed out refering to the  
number one ranking. She added that it 
would not really be fair to term the 
season amazing. "When we came into 
this season you could see the talent 
already," she said. 
"We're expecting a lot and if we finally 
win regionals or nationals it will be 
more 'fantastic', because we know we can 
do it," Simmons added. 
Simmons is the teams leading scorer, 
having scored ten goals in eight games. 
When asked to describe her scoring 
Simmons said, "If its a close game it's a 
big relief, and kind of an elation. But it's 
really the people who get the ball to me, 
so it's kind of their celebration." She 
also added, "I play forward, and it's the 
forward's job to score." 
Simons gave a lot of the credit for 
this season's success to the cohesiveness 
of the team. 
"We have 13 of 14 returners so there 
was already a lot of continuity," she said, 
"We also relate to each other outside of 
the field and it helps to know what 
people are like." 
Jennings spoke of some of the 
highlights of the season for him. "We 
played four games in four days. We 
played some tough teams and showed a 
lot of character." 
All in all the outlook for the season is 
a good one. "We have a long way to 
go," said Jennings, "Our biggest 
opponents will be Western Washington 
State University and Pacific Lutheran 
University." 
Jennings mentioned that most of the 
team's games were on the road and said 
this made it a bit tougher. Again both 
he and Simmons agreed that support 
from the student body would be much 
appreciated. 
The team will play two games within 
the course of the next month. Saturday 
they square off against Simon Fraser 
University. Wednesday the twelfth of 
October they face Pacific Lutheran at 
Pacific Lutheran. 
"We'd like to invite as many people as 
possilble to come Out and watch us," 
Jennings said. 
Logger's defeat UW 
By Rob Huff 
Sports Editor 
The top-ranked Loggers women soccer 
team defeated the University of 
Washington Huskies by a 2-1 score 
Wednesday afternoon at Baker Stadium. 
The Loggers scored the winning goal 
with 1:57 remaining in the game, 
bringing a sparse crowd of roughly 20 
people to their feet. 
It was an even contest prior to the final 
2-1, remain 
two minutes, as the Loggers and Huskies 
battled at both ends of the field with little 
offensive production. The final margin 
was the smallest that Pugct Sound has 
faced all season. 
Following the first period the game 
unbeaten 
was tied 1-1. The remaining 45 minutes 
of the contest were a defensive battle. 
The undefeated Loggers will play only 
one more home game this season, Oct. 2 
against Simon Fraser University. 
Logger runners take on 
UW, survive season opener 
Logger Line 
Women's Soccer - The Loggers next test will be against Simon Fraser 
University at Baker Stadium on Oct. 2. The game will begin at noon. The team 
will be trying to build upon Wednesday's contest against the University of 
Washington and to further strengthen their number-one national ranking. 
Men's Soccer - St. Martin's College from Olympia, WA will visit Baker 
Stadium on Oct. 2 to test the Loggers. This game will begin at 2 p.m. following 
the conclusion of the women's contest. 
Volleyball - The spikers ready to face a home stint which will feature games 
against Simon Fraser University on Sept. 29 at 7:30 p.m., immediately followed 
by the UPS Invitational Tournament Sept. 30 through Oct. 1. All games are to be 
held in the Puget Sound Memorial Fieldhouse. 
Football - Linfield College of Oregon visits Baker Stadium at 1:30 p.m. to take 
on the 1-1 Loggers. This is an important game for the Loggers as they fight for a 
playoff berth. 
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Loggers down Vi'kiwngs, 28-10 
Loggers explode for 21 points in high-powered 2nd quarter 
By Hans Peterson 
Staff Writer 
On a wet and misty gridiron last 
Saturday night, the University of Puget 
Sound Loggers downed the Western 
Washington University Vikings, 28-10. 
The road victory at Bellingham raises 
Puget Sound's record in the Columbia 
Football League to 1-1. 
Despite having problems holding onto 
the football, the Logger offense was able 
to march up and down the field. In total, 
the Loggers suffered through eight 
fumbles, three of which were recovered 
by the Vikings. 
In front of 2,713 hostile fans at the 
lighted Civic Stadium, the Loggers 
battled to a first quarter dead-lock. In a 
fashion similiar to the Dome Game 
defeat, both teams blew their first quarter 
scoring opportunities. The defenses on 
both side controlled most of the action. 
A Western Washington fake field goal 
attempt fell flat on the turf when the 
Logger defenders sacked the Viking 
holder behind the line of scrimmage. On 
the ensuing Logger offensive, Puget 
Sounds scoring hopes were dashed when 
Steve Thompson's field goal attempt 
went wide to the right. 
In the second quarter, the Logger 
offense peaked with a 21-point 
explosion. 
Pat Pletcher broke the scoreless tie at 
13:49 to go in the half on a four-yard 
option run engineered by quarterback Dan 
Hansen. The extra point put the Loggers 
up by a 7-0 score. 
After a Ryan Gray interception, Puget 
Sound marched down the field. This time 
Logger running back John Pollino 
received the call and answered with a 
three-yard touchdown run. With over nine 
minutes left in the half, the Loggers had 
stretched their lead to 14-0. 
The third touchdown of the game came 
on Logger Pat Platenburg's reverse 
covering 14 yards with 4:30 left in the 
half. The half concluded with the Loggers 
on top with a safe 21-0 lead. Memories 
of the Dome were starting to fade. 
A 43-yard Western Washington field 
goal with 6:17 left in the third quarter 
opened the scoring for the second half. 
Viking momentum was building. The 
Vikings recovered a Logger fumble and 
advanced it to the Logger eight-yard line. 
At the 2:50 mark, linebacker Jeff 
Johnson created a defensive gem by 
intercepting a Viking pass two yards deep 
in his own endzone and returning the ball 
back out to the 23-yard line. 
The offense, taking a key from the 
defense, produced a drive that included the 
most spectacular play of the game. 
Receiving the snap at midfield, Hansen 
rolled left pitching to a transvcrsing Dan 
Matheson. Matheson pulled up and hit a 
wide open Platenburg for six points. The 
Logger flea-flicker's success was followed 
by a Thompson extra point to put the 
Loggers up by 25 points. 
Western Washington concluded the 
scoring for the quarter with a 28-yard 
touchdown strike. 
The fourth quarter proved fruitless as 
both team failed to put points on the 
scoreboard. The final tally left Puget 
Sound the victor by a 28-10 score over 
Western Washington. 
Following the game, Head Coach Ross 
Hjelseth remarked that the offense had 
successfully shifted to a multi-threat unit 
from last year's single offensive weapon 
in the form of Mike Oliphant. 
Due to his 
	 being placed on 
Washington Redskins' injury reserve, 
Oliphant was able to Ily out and witness 
this transition on the sidelines. 
Hansen's passing (10 - 13 - 144 - I - 
interception) and Dan Gregory's 140 all-
purpose yardage provided the frame work 
for Pletcher, Plantenburg, Pollino to 
name a few. 
As a team, the Loggers put together 
some impressive statistics. The passing 
game came untracked with 193 yards. 
The rushing game didn't suffer either 
because the Loggers gained 229 yards on 
52 carries for an average run of 4.4 yards. 
They also were able to shut down the 
Viking ground attack by holding Western 
Washington to only 103 yards rushing. 
On Saturday at 1:30PM, the Loggers 
will test this new-found explosiveness 
when Linfield steps onto the grass of 
Baker Stadium for an important CFL 
matchup. 
The UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO, offers an inten-
sive ABA Approved post graduate 14 week 
LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This Program 
will enable you to put your education to work as a 
skilled member of the legal team. 
A representative will be on campus 
Wednesday, November 16, 1988 
9:00am - 11:30am 
Academic and Career Advising 
For more information 
contact your career center at: 756-3250 
t UPS 	 Lawyer's Assistant Program 
I 1II' Uni'erity 	 Room 318, Serra Hall 
4jJ SanDiegoCA92110 d &in Dic 	 (619)260-4579 
Name - 
Current 
Address 
City 	 State 	 Zip 
Current Phone # 
JUST FUTONS 
It's Not Just A Sofa. 
It's a FUTON! 
Discover Versatility and 
Uptown Quality at 
Downtown Prices! 
Permanent Phone 0 
	 1934 Pacific Avenue Telephone: 627-5324 
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Netters beat St. Martin's; 
prepare to host tourney 
By Mike Fassler 
Sports editor 
The University of Pugct Sound 
volleyball team plays host this weekend 
in their Eighth Annual University of 
Puget Sound Invitational. 
Sixteen teams from all over the 
Northwest will travel to Tacoma to 
participate in this tournament in which 
the Loggers are the defending champions. 
The tournament format will be four 
pools of four teams each. All games will 
be under round-robin format, two of three 
matches. 
Coach Robert Kim's squad faces 
competition from George Fox College, 
Linfield College, and Lewis and Clark 
State College in their pool. 
Last Tuesday night, a Logger barrage 
was unleashed upon St. Martin's 
College. In the fieldhouse, the Loggers  
won this NAIA District I game in three 
matches, 15-5, 15-8, 15-3. The win 
boosted Puget Sound's season record to 
3-7 and left them with an unblemished 2-
0 mark for the district. 
At last weekend's Portland State 
Invitational Tournament, the Loggers 
were stunned by their four NCAA 
Division II opponents. Puget Sound 
suffered defeats to host Portland St. , 5-
15, 4-15, 8-15, Cal. St. Northridge, 10-
15, 11-15, 8-15, Sacramento St., 4-15, 
1-15, 10-15 and Nebraska-Omaha, 12-15, 
12-15, 6-15. 
Commented Coach Kim, "Our players 
were more intense during the course of 
the tournament, and it was a good 
learning experience to go up against the 
best in the nation in NCAA Division 11. 
We felt privileged to be part of this great 
tournament and we appreciate being 
invited." 
Men kickers up 
From Sports Info Desk 
Coach Dan Santos' squad captured a 3-
0 victory over Seattle University last 
week and pushed the Central Washington 
University Wildcats to a 1-1 overtime 
tie. 
In the Seattle University contest, Eric 
Gabowski was the big scorer with two  
record to 2 -5 - 1 
goals and Jason Buxell added the third. 
Against Central Washington, Kirk 
Running provided the offense with a goal 
while goalkeeper Kevin Bendixxen kept 
Puget Sound in the game. 
The victory and tie have raised the 
Loggers' season record to 2-5-2. 
Hours: Sun. — Thurs. 1 1AM — lAM Fri. & Sat. 1 1AM- 1 :3OAM 
I PIZZA SPECIALS 'I 
NEW LATE NIGHT SPECIAL! 
Large 2 item pizza only 
$5.25 
Includes 132 oz. pop 
Good 10 PM thru lAM Only 
Make your own combination 
pick any 2 of the following: 
Pepperoni, Onions, Beef, Pineapple 
Green peppers, Sausage, Mushrooms, 
Thick crust, Canadian Bacon 
Extra items .50 cents 
/j\ The I 	 ) Delivery 
''cZ" 
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o 
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__________ 	 SMASHER _ 	
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&
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- 	
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$30FF 
(TAO NOT 1501.0001 
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PIZZA 
PWS TWO 32 02. POPS 
NW.. __.-____-_--_------------------ 
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Sign up and watch your $100 
$100 dollars. 
It will buy you and four friends dinners at a better restaurant. 
It will buy you a really fine pair of men's shoes. 
It will buy you 400 plays on most video games. 
But one of the best deals you will ever find to invest your $100 in is 
your yearly ASUPS fee. 
This $100 buys you a newspaper, a yearbook, cheap or free dances, 
concerts and movies. It also subsidizes a huge number of clubs and 
organizations for a wide range of interests. 
But you probably knew that (even if you did not realize it). What 
you might not know is that this money (approximately $280,000) is 
entirely administered by students—The ASUPS Senate. 
This kind of responsibility affords students a rather unique 
opportunity to take ch arge and think about issues they might not 
otherwise. The senate administers a budget larger than many small 
businesses. For some students this opportunity is something they can 
not and should not pass up. 
Elections to this body will  take place in a few weeks. Candidate sign 
ups have begun and will continue until Oct. 5. Five students have 
already made the big commitment and signed up. Seven senators will be 
elected, so, more people are needed. 
If you have ever been dissatisfied with any ASUPS services, this is 
your opportunity to address these concerns in a most constructive way. 
If you feel you have fresh, new ideas for the use of the student fees, 
this is your opportunity to try to implement them. 
If you believe that you can do a better job as a senator than those 
candidates you he ar or read about, this is yo ur opportunity to prove this 
belief. 
We need good senators. This fact is obvious. If you can do it, sign 
up. Otherwise, five senators might be eating dinner at Grazie's on yo ur 
$100 next month. 
Staff editorials are the majority opinion of the 
editorial board. 
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Panhellenic clarifies 
I would like to thank the Trail for 
publishing an article on Informal Rush. 
Panhellenic appreciates the time and 
effort which the staff put into informing 
the University students in regards to this 
aspect of student life. However to avoid 
confusion amongst the student body, I 
would like to clarify some facts stated in 
the Trail's article. 
Although the sorority chapters chose 
to increase the structure of Informal Rush 
by utilizing the 'Quota Total Rush" 
system as National Panhellenic 
recommends, it was not a Formal Rush. 
In a Quota Total Rush system, Total 
is the number of members which a house 
may pledge up to except during a time 
period in which there is a set Quota, 
UPS Panhellenic total is set at 75 
members. Quota is the set number of 
pledges which each chapter may pledge 
during a "Quota Total Rush." After a 
structured rush, if a chapter has not 
pledged up to Quota they may do so by 
"snap bidding." If a chapter does not 
pledge up to Total, it may do so at 
anytime after rush. 
Panhellenic does not require rushees to 
attend rush parties. It is a voluntary 
system. Having 15 women not invited 
back is not a record. 
Seventy percent of rushees pledged is 
not an extremely low percentage. In fact 
it compares very well with the national 
averages. Although we expected a higher 
percent to pledge, the difference past 
Formal Rush percentages and those from 
Informal may just occur because of the 
different rushees. During an upperciass 
rush, grades are more of an issue, more 
rushees voluntarily drop and both the 
rushees and the sororities have more 
definite ideas about what they want. 
Again I would like to thank the Trail 
staff for their interest. Also I would like 
to thank those students involved in the 
Informal Rush for their Patience with our 
"trial run." 
Jennifer Hertzberg 
Panhellenic Rush Chairman 
Club clarifies 
In response to the September 22 Trail 
article, about Hui-0-Hawaii, the officers 
of Hui-0-Hawaii would like to clarify 
some points. 
When Hui-0-Hawaii decided to become 
an independent organization last Spring, 
it was with the intent to only be 
financially independent of ASUPS, yet 
still be a recognized club in the UPS 
community. The officers feel that some 
comments in the article are misleading; 
specifically the comments regarding the 
money that is to be reimbursed to Hui-
0-Hawaii. The article seems to imply 
that Hui-0-Hawaii is a money-making 
club, when in actuality it is a non-profit 
organization. The reimbursement due to 
be received will fund club-sponsored 
activities, scholarships, and partially 
support the 1989 Spring Luau. 
The officers of Hui-0-Hawaii want to 
make it clear that Hui-0-Hawaii is a 
recognized club by the University of 
Puget Sound, yet it is no longer 
financially funded by ASUPS. The 
purpose of the club still remains the 
same, and that is to promote and share 
the culture of Hawaii. The club intends 
to be active in the UPS community; 
functioning in the same capacity as past 
years. 
The Officers of Hui-O-Hawaii 
The term "recognized" takes a very 
specific meaning in the ASUPS by-
laws. It indicates that a club has met all 
of the qualifications for funding by 
ASUPS and intends to be so funded. 
According to a direct quote by Vice 
President Darcie Julum, IIui-o-Ilawaii 
will no longer be recognized by 
AS UPS. 
1-lowever, the club will continue to be 
"registered" with ASUPS in order to 
facilitate organizational goals. The Trail 
apologizes if we misled our readers on 
this point. 
Finally, profit is not a bad word and 
the simple fact is that 1-Iui-o-Hawaii 
programs made a profit and that is what 
is being refunded. We regret that we 
were not able to nwntion that the club 
uses these profits for scholarships and 
front moneyfor other programs. 
ed. 
Bain responds 
In response to Ms.fMr. L. H. Curry's 
oh so biting reference to the disturbingly 
inept review of the movie Stealing Home 
(The Puget Sound Trail, Vol. 12, No. 4). 
1. I'm so happy you noticed. 
2. Go to hell. 
3. Let's talk about Stealing Home. 
Who am I 	 to tell such 
knowledgeable "fans" as yourself what 
the movie was about. Any movie with 
half decent writers--that's right, people 
who write movies are writers too-- has a 
very slippery center; it isn't necessarily 
about anything--its about everything. 
The "content" of the review is this: 
I liked the Motion PictureStealing 
Home. If you want the Time magazine 
movie synopsis, read Time magazine or 
nearly any other "journalistic" movie 
review. I would personally rather give 
money to see a movie in which I don't 
already know the plot. 
4. Perhaps Ms./Mr. L. H. Curry ought 
to come down to The Trail and try 
her/his hand at writing her/himself since 
he/she is so much more knowledgeable 
in her/his movie fandom. I mean this. 
Writers are welcome to try to fill space 
in this wonderful periodical. Good luck. 
5. I never said it was a review. Did 
somebody who has seen a good number 
of films just sit down and say "hey, I 
liked this movie, okay?" If I have 
misjudged other fofl's conceptions of 
reviews based on my own, I am truly 
sony. Boo Hoo. 
6. Is this really something to get 
worked up over? If you want to get 
steamed about something, think about 
the fact that approximately half of the 
people in this country are actually 
considering George Bush for President. 
Scary. 
7. I write for reaction. I have evoked 
reaction from you. You have, in turn, 
evoked reaction from me. We are even. 
If you respond to this letter, I win. 
8. This has been Sickle Cell and Egg 
Bert, At the Movies. 
Enjoy... 
Ms.fMr./Why can't-I-Just-be-a-human- 
bean 
Terry Bain 
Letters to the editor are welcome. All letters must be typed, signed and include a 
phone nwnber and address for verfication purposes. All letters will be printed 
exactly as received.The Trail reserves the right to excerpt letters of more than 300 
words. The Trail will attempt to publish all letters. However, we reserve the right 
not to print any letter wit hoza exp'anation. 
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AN EXCfflNG 
ADVENIURE 
'c.y Freedom' Is pownetul. . An exchheg adveS 
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"A BLOCKBUSTER 
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CRY IR11 00M Mr.  
mergency Blood Drive'. 
Tacoma/Pierce County is CRITICALLY low on blood 
supplies. PLEASE help out by taking 15 minutes 
to donate! 
ffdoy,September 30th  3:00 SUB Loft 
***We suggest that you sign up for an appointment at the Info Center, 
but walk-ins are also accepted. This service is being jointly sponsored 
by ASUPS Senate, Kappa Alpha Theta, and Sigma Nu. 
